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IQAC, Atma Ram Sanatan Dharma College in collaboration with Teaching Learning Centre 

(Ministry of Education), Ramanujan College organised a Two weeks Interdisciplinary National 

Refresher Course on “Cinema, Society and Education”. through virtual platform from 6th April to 

19th April, 2021. Around 300 participants had registered for this course, which included 

academicians, researchers and faculty members from all over the country. The highlight of the 

course was that it was designed by our mentors, in such a way that the course catered to the needs 

and interest of participants from different disciplines from all over India. The programme was an 

effort towards exploring different dimensions and paradigms of Cinema. The course was a 

combination of online interactive learning along with self-paced learning through documentaries 

and movies. 

The inaugural session was held at 11:30 am on 6th April, 2021. It was blessed with the presence of 

Prof. P. L. Uniyal (Treasurer, ARSD College Governing Body), Prof. S.P. Aggarwal (Principal, 

Ramanujan College), Prof. Gyantosh Kumar Jha (Principal, ARSD College) and Dr. V.K. Arora 

(Coordinator, IQAC). Prof. P. L. Uniyal appreciated the theme of the course and stressed on 

considering Cinema as an innovative way in teaching pedagogy. Prof. S.P. Aggarwal appreciated 

the curriculum framed for the course. Prof. Gyantosh Kumar Jha was of the view that relevance of 

Cinema is not just restricted to entertainment. This mode of expression reflects the true spirit of 

Society. 

 

Prof. Harish Trivedi, Professor (Retd), Department of English, University of Delhi was the Keynote 

Note Speaker for the day. Sir with live examples set the tone for the course. He discussed how 

Cinema from being the villain in the life of millions has now become a co- star in the movie of life. 

He stressed on Cinema with visual impact must be used more liberally in teaching. 

 

Prof. Shohini Ghosh, Officiating Director, A.J.K Mass Communication Research Centre, JMI in 

her session shared her views on the topic – “The Perils and Possibilities of Cinema and Pedagogy 

Perils and possibilities of Cinema and Pedagogy”. Prof. Ghosh delivered an engaging lecture, 

discussing the inception of MCRC and the training it imparted as well as the role played by 

spectatorship and reception theories in analysing the impact of cinema on society. Prof. Ghosh 

referenced a wide range of sources in detailing the differing responses one could have to films 

based on one’s context, conditioning and location. She also brought up the extent to which film and 

television can directly influence the viewer. 

 

Mr. Arnab Banerjee, Film Critic & Journalist, in his session talked about “The impact of Indian 

cinema on consumer culture behaviour 1960-2000”. He elaborated on what are the takeaways from 

the movies and how they impact our culture along with the consumer behaviour of the Indians. 

 

Mr. Gajendra Shanker Shrotriya, Film Critic and Play writer shared his views about 

– “Cinema aur Gaon”. He highlighted on the presence and depiction of village life in movies. He 
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also highlighted the way in which Cinema increases the expectations of the viewers towards the 

village life. He also discussed relation between Cinema and village life with special reference to 

commercial relevance and creativity. 

 

On 7th April, 2021 the first session by Prof. Danish Iqbal, Professor, AJK Mass Communication 

Research Centre, JMI, was on “The issue of Education and its depiction in recent Hindi Cinema”.He 

touched on the concepts like super teacher myth, super student myth, grading system and negative 

portrayal of teachers in cinema. 

 

Mr. Arvind Mohan, Senior, Journalist in his session on “Gandhi and Cinema” shared his views 

about the different facts about Gandhiji which are not described in movies or books on him with 

great creativity and pious. 

 

Mr. Sudeep Sohni, Film Critic and Play writer in his session talked on the topic- “History of Indian 

Cinema: Evolution & Development “taking the participants on a journey of describing changes that 

has happened in procedures and different aspects in Indian Cinema since its evolution in detail. He 

also highlighted the change in technique and content that has happened in Indian Cinema 

 

Prof. Sudhish Pachauri Former Pro Vice-Chancellor University of Delhi shared his views on the 

topic “Sanskrit Adhyan Ki Drishti se popular culture mein film ka adhyan”. Sir touched upon the 

different aspects starting from Bharat Natya Shastra and till films in current scenario. He also 

stressed on increasing consumerism in Indian Cinema and the changes in the nature of audiences 

that has happened over time.He in detail discussed the twelve literary and culture theory that have 

been developed till date. 

 

On 8th April, 2021, Prof. Sidharth Mishra, Professor and Chairperson, Vivekananda School of 

Journalism and Mass Communication, GGSIP University in his session on “Women in Shyam 

Benegal's Muslim Trilogy” highlighted and described in detail the three muslim women character 

along with their traits in the Shyam Benegal movies- Sardari Begum, Zubeida and Mamo. 

 

Mr. Ravindra Tripathi, Film Critic & Journalist shared his views on – “Badalta Samaj aur aaj ki 

Hindi filmein”. Sir in detail shared his views on Dalit awareness, social changes in the society and 

their contribution to the changing content of Indian Cinema. He highlighted the changing role of 

male and female characters in Indian Cinema. He also commented on the changing scenario of 

acting as a trait in Indian Cinema. He outlined how OTT has impacted the technology, content, 

filmmaking, distribution system and viewership of Cinema. 

 

Mr Akbar Rizvi, was present in the Screening and Discussion of Documentary “NAQAAB”. The 

film had women as the centre character and described the dilemma of the women. The movie 

portraits the freedom and changes forseen for women in India. 

 

On 9th April, 2021, Dr. Bandana Jha, Associate Professor, Hindi, Vasanta College for Women, 

Varanasi talked on the topic “Hindi Cinema aur Hashiye Ka Samaj”.In her session she talked about 

the rights ,laws and movies made on lives of specially abled persons along with their status in India. 

She talked about the way in which changes that has happened in the depiction of especially abled 

people in Indian and world cinema. 

 

Ms. Meenu Bhambhani, VP & Head, Global Inclusion and Corporate Citizenship, State Street 

Corporation delivered a lecture on “Representation of Disability in Women in Hindi Films”. Dr 
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Bhambhani shared her own journey as a differently-able woman, the challenges and stigma faced, 

that are compounded by her gender. She drew a parallel between her lived experience of disability 

and its portrayal in Hindi cinema. Dr Bhambhani have an overview on how differently-able women 

have been portrayed over a period of time, often relegated to playing character roles who are seen 

as dependent. Dr Bhambhani also drew attention to how our culture reduces women to their bodies, 

and therefore differently-abled women are seen as devoid of beauty, and consequently not as 

desirable bodies. 

 

Mr. Nimish Kapoor, Sr. Scientist & Head, Science Films and Publications Division, Vigyan Prasar, 

Department of Science & Technology, Govt. of India in his session on “Science Documentaries: 

Effective Tool of Science Communication “. He in detail explained about science communication. 

He felt that there is a need of creating temper for science to fill gap in science and society. 

 

Mr. Abhinav Upadhyay Journalist, Hindustan Times in his session on “Bhumandlikaran aur 

Cinema ke Badlte Paridrishye” discussed about the globalisation of cinema. The cinema at present 

not has a great distinction in parallel and commercial cinema as compared to the distinction in past. 

Sir highlighted Cinema as means of information, instructions, education and paragraph for critical 

awareness. 

 

10th April, 2021 had Prof. K.G Suresh, Vice Chancellor Makhanlal Chaturvedi National 

University, Bhopal who in his session on “Mahatma Gandhi and Hindi Cinema “shared his views 

about Cinema as means or tool of communication. He also talked about the impact of social change 

on state policies. He highlighted Gandhijis views and attitude towards Cinema. He presented the 

perspective of Gandhi on Cinema. 

 

Mr. Ajay Brahmatmaj Film Critic Journalist and Blogger talked about –“Samay ke saath badlte 

patrakarita”.He highlighted the growing negativity in film critic that is prevailing in the Cinema at 

present. He talked about the experiments he made in Chawani Chaap. 

 

Prof. Nikhila H, Professor, Department of Film Studies, The English & Foreign Languages 

University, Hyderabad talked about “Trans-gendering acts: A Discussion of Gender-Sex, Sexuality 

Complex via Cinema”. She in a structured manner discussed different issues relating to gender, 

sexuality along with their interrelation. 

In the last session Screening of “Coral Women” by Ms.Priya Thuvaserry was conducted .The role 

of humans in conservation of environment must be looked at.The session was engaging and 

attracted widespread interest. 

 

On 12th April, 2021 in the first session of the day Prof. Abhijit Roy, Professor, Department of Film 

Studies, and Director, School of Media, Communication and Culture, Jadavpur University, Calcutta 

talked on the topic “Film Education in India: Perspectives in History “. He in the session conducted 

a comprehensive survey of the genesis of film education in India, the development of the discipline 

of Film Studies, and the establishment of the first film studies departments. 

 

Dr. Ravikant, Associate Professor, CSDS talked on the topic “Hindi Cinema: Politics and 

Language” Sir in his dialet presented the changes in the nature of language used in Hindi Cinema. 

 

Dr. Nirmal Kumar, Associate Professor, Department of History, Sri Venkateshwara College, 

University of Delhi highlighted his views on “Sociology of Small Cinema: Contested Domains in 

Contested Domains- The case of Bhojpuri Cinema”. Sir in his dialect discussed about the concept 
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of small cinema. He pointed out the difference in Marathi and Bhojpuri cinema. According to him 

political aspirations, regional pride and commercial relevance are the reasons for upswing of 

Bhojpuri Cinema. He discussed about the phases through which Bhojpuri cinema has undergone 

from 1960’s till date. Sir discussed about the increasing viewership of small cinema even when the 

budget at disposal to very less. 

 

Dr. Tanushree Ghosh , Associate Professor, University of Nebraska, Omaha delivered a talk on 

“Dissident New Media Femininities and Hindi Cinema,”. Dr Ghosh situated her talk by looking at 

the robust growth of digital culture in India that ultimately posits a challenge to the Anglo-centric 

culture of mainstream cinema. She notes the rise of women-centric short films and web-series in 

India which complicate the normative portrayal of the Indian woman, and consequently offer new 

and subversive images of the Indian woman. 

 

On 13th April, 2021,Dr. Bindu Menon Mannil ,Assistant Professor, Media Studies, School of Arts 

& Sciences, Azim Premji University delivered a presentation on 'Education through Cinema in the 

Colonial period'. She focused on health and hygiene and its relation with cinema which is the need 

of the hour in this pandemic era. With movie clips and visuals she took us to the colonial era and 

it's ways of educating people about diseases and their prevention. 

 

Prof. Ravi Vasudevan, Professor, CSDS & Director, Sarai, CSDS Media and Urban Studies 

Programme Cinema took the session on “Classroom of the Senses: Exploring cultural form, 

pedagogy, and self-reflexivity”. He categorised films as instructional, educational promotional. He 

analysed the movie- Tins for India, Achoot Kanya and Sant Tukaram in detail.He talked about the 

different messages that each frame of the movie was trying to put before the viewers. 

 

Prof. Piyush Kamal Sinha, Professor, Department of History, Magadh University in his session on 

“Cinema -Itihaas lekhan mein sakshye ke roop mein.” He shared his views on the how Cinema can 

be used in history writing and how the same can be used as the evidence. 

 

Ms. Priyanka Singh, Director & Cinematographer in the Discussion & Screening of Documentary: 

“Maun” discussed the utility of short films to bring up the matters of Social Importance. She also 

discussed the presence of women at the role of cinematographer in bollywood and what all can be 

done to improve the current scenario for women in the cinema industry. 

 

On 14th April, 2021, Prof.Pramod Kumar Meena, Prof., Department of Hindi, Mahatama Gandhi 

Central University, Motihari Bihar, took session on “Hindi Filmo mein Daalit Adhivassi”. He 

described how Cinema can be used as a means to understand the different social problems 

prevailing in the society with special reference to Daalit Adhivassi. 

 

Mr. Avinash Das,Film Director, Writer & Lyricist ,in his session on “Bhartiye Cinema aur Bhasha 

ki Vivid Chaviya “.Sir highlighted that language use is not just restricted to use of same in dialogue 

writing, the language has different variants like that of camera, set, colour, darkness, silence etc. 

which as a whole make a movie and present the theme behind the film. 

 

Ms. Priya Thuvassery, Film Director, in her session on “Scope of Documentaries: Beyond the 

filmmaking”. The documentaries were a means to depict the truth and insanity prevailing in the 

society. They are the platform to create a dialogue and engage with important issue of the present 

scenario. She highlighted and discussed issues relating to importance of Oceans and related 

problems. 
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The last session of the day had the Screening and Discussion on Short Movie Screening of "Back 

to the Roots: Environmental heritage of India's North East” which depicted the culture, heritage 

and sacred national sites hubs of biodiversity. 

 

On 15th April, 2021 Dr. Rashmi Sawhney , Associate Professor, English and Cultural Studies, 

Christ University talked on the topic “Science, Fiction, and Cinema.” Dr. Sawhney spoke on the 

role of science and technology in the cinematic process and the human desire to extend the senses 

beyond biological limits via technology. Cinema’s role in framing the world in unique ways, 

science fiction’s confrontation with altered, and the modern disembodiment/dispersal of the self 

through imaging techniques, were some of the points she touched upon. 

 

Mr. Ravinder Randhawa, Screenwriter & Lyricist on the topic "Manufacturing Narrative”. He 

highlighted the difference between a story and event. He discussed in detail mindset he had while 

making of the movies like Hamid and Peepa. The session was followed by an engaging and 

insightful Q&A session in which participant shared their perspectives and ideas while asking 

excellent questions to the resource person who readily answered all their queries.  

Prof. Ranjani Mazumdar, Professor, Cinema Studies, School of Art & Aesthetics, JNU had session 

on “Globalization and the Culture of Space in Bombay Cinema” began her talk by highlighting the 

Spatial dimension of the Cinematic text as distinct from the literary text . Thereafter she analyzed 

the impact of globalization on Bombay Cinema in terms of discernible trends and developments 

1990s onwards. The first trend of the lavish family drama film was a response to the aspiration 

consumerist culture with diasporas audience in mind, e. g. DD LJ ,Kuch kuch Hota Hai ,Dil Chahta 

Hai . Opposed to this , probably coming from the ‘ urban detritus’ was the Gangster film - Satya 

(1998) being a trendsetter .The rise of the Multiplex theatre brought a new revenue model to film 

screening, where along with big budget cinema there was room for niche film audience and 

corresponding diversity of subjects . Another important disruption came with psychological space 

mapping. 

 

Also called ‘phobic space’ - allowed exploration of disoriented characters . Film Director Anurag 

Kashyap’s work stands out in this range. Lastly she discussed a new sensory awareness in Films 

like Gully Boy - rap culture ; and the incursion of new media modernity - Facebook access in an 

otherwise socially stagnant old world space of a film like Masaan.Professor Mazumdar concluded 

her talk by anticipating the impact of the Covid Pandemic on future trends of film making . 

 

Mr.Rakesh Munjal, Film Maker and Art Historian, in his session on “Cinema aur Bhasha”. Sir 

highlighted that to understand the spirit of Indian Cinema framework all the regional branches of 

cinema along with the related Asian counterparts must be considered. The cinema and society must 

be considered in terms of the underlying Indian Culture. 

 

On 16th April, 2021, Prof. Shormishtha Panja, Professor, Department of English University of 

Delhi shared her critical insights on “Using Cinema for Pedagogy.”In her lecture she critically 

engaged with the pedagogical aspect of cinema as an alternative cultural text and as an alternate 

mode of learning. To begin, the speaker discussed the importance of visual culture in postmodern 

times, as it is the only medium capable of documenting and reflecting on the disjointed and 

fragmented culture of the postmodern age. She discussed the tradition of adaptations, reinventions, 

cultural appropriations, and visual translations of canonical literary texts during her presentation. 

To demonstrate the significance of cinematic adaptations/receptions of Shakespeare's famous plays 

from the 16th century, she used three examples: Arshi Nagar, a 2015 Bengali musical romance 
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drama based on Shakespeare’s Romeo and Juliet; Zulfiqar-a 2016 film adapted from Shakespeare’s 

Julius Caesar and Antony & Cleopatra; The Hungry a 2017 movie, a contemporary retelling of 

Shakespeare’s Titus Andronicus, She drew parallels between the culture of the original plays and 

the adapted ones. She emphasised the indigenous/local elements and the interaction with 

contemporary social reality as exemplified by Shakespeare's reworking. She also discussed 

contemporary filmmakers' transnational and intercultural appropriation of Shakespeare. She 

emphasised that in the post-modernist era, human experience is more visualized. The learned 

speaker discussed visual trends in the Shakespearean canon and theworks' 'eternal malleability.’ 

Through her illustrations and extensive comparisons, she enlightened the participants about various 

types of adaptations and how they enhanced the impact of literary works and could be viewed as a 

new mode of interpretation and reception through media interchange. When addressing adaptations 

of Shakespeare's plays, she also brought up the issues of fidelity to the original, closeness or 

proximity in terms of appropriating the writer's point of view, and social critique in adaptations in 

comparison to the Shakespearean versions. 

 

Mr. Vinod Anupam, Writer & Film Critic in the discussion on “Cinema-Shiksha ki buniyaadi 

jaroorat”. He discussed how changes are introduced in the content and technology in Indian 

Cinema. There is a need to introduce among the young generation the intelligence for distinguishing 

in good educational cinema as against the negative cinema. 

 

Prof. Madhuja Mukherjee, Professor, Department of Film Studies, Jadavpur University shared her 

views on “Main kaun hoon, kahan hoon - How and where to find History of Indian Cinemas”. She 

introduced to the participants a different way of looking at Cinema. According to her Cinema not 

maps changes but is itself marked by the changes and innovation 

 

Dr. Sagar,Lyricist ,in his discussion on “Cinema mein geet lekhan - chunauti aur sambhavana”. He 

discussed in detail how changes and developments have taken place in song writing in Indian 

Cinema. He discussed role of Urdu and Hindi literature song writing in Indian Cinema. He also 

pointed out the importance of folk songs in song writing for lyricists. 

 

Professor Madhuja Mukherjee, Professor of Film Studies at Jadavapur University, Kolkata, 

delivered a talk titled “Main Kaun Hoon, Kahan Hoon: How and Where to find History of Indian 

Cinema,” .Prof Mukherjee’s lecture raised interesting questions about what comprises cinematic 

material, and explored methodological issues regarding the writing of the history of cinema. 

Adopting a New Historicist approach, the speaker examined how the history of cinema is connected 

to the context in which cinema is created, highlighting the materiality of cinema. The session was 

followed by enthusiastic observations and questions from the participants. 

 

Mr. Satish Anand Renowned Theatre Director & Actor talked on the topic 

“Cinema,raangmaanch,samaj aur shikhsha”. He talked about the steps which must be taken to 

ensure awareness and interest for Drama. He highlighted the distinctions and similarities in Drama 

and Cinema. The struggles of drama as platform of acting were described in details.  

Mr. Priyadarshan Journalist in his dialet on “Badelte Samajik muleye aur badlta Cinema” 

highlighted the literary richness of the songs in the past. He highlighted the Indian Cinema in last 

70 years along with the changes in different aspects of Indian Cinema in an interesting manner. He 

pointed out the impact of changing ethical values of society on Indian Cinema. 

 

On 19th April, 2021, the first session by Dr Sachchidanand Joshi, Member Secretary, IGNCA, was 

on “Cinema aur Sanskriti”. He highlighted the cultural aspects depicted by Cinema. Film is the 
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result of collective and conscious thinking. He also pointed out the responsibility of parents in 

helping the youngsters develop consciousness for identifying good cinema. 

 

Prof. Anand Prakash, Professor & Head, Department of Psychology, University of Delhi in his 

session on “Psychological Exploration in Literature and Cinema Narrative for Education” described 

cinema as a reflection of views of makes and it’s a tool to teach certain kind of understanding in 

minds of viewers. Sir Also discussed how cinema in psychology is used as teaching pedagogy tool. 

He discussed use of cinema to express human emotions, feelings, metaphors expressions etc. He 

also touched upon different aspects of education, growing importance of education and growing 

importance of cinema along with other digital media in it. He concluded his speech with the 

discussion on how teaching is moving from chalk and talk phase to walk and talk phase. 

 

Dr. Malay Neerav, Associate Professor, Department of History, St. Stephen’s College, University 

of Delhi talked on the topic “Cinema as a Pedagogical Tool: Aesthetics, Emotions & Reflections”. 

Using examples from different scenes and clippings from Cinema he described different emotions 

and aesthetics of Indian Cinema. 

 

The Valedictory Session of the course was held on 19th April, 2021 between 4:30 PM-06:00 PM. 

Prof. Girishwar Mishra, Former Vice-Chancellor, Mahatma Gandhi Antarashtriya Hindi 

Vishwavidyalaya, Wardha was the Chief Guest of the session along with Prof.Pradeep Burma, 

Chairman Governing Body, Prof. Gyantosh Kumar Jha, Principal, ARSD College as the Guest of 

Honours. Prof. Girishwar Mishra pointed out that Cinema is related to our imagination, ethics and 

behaviour. Cinema is related to different aspects of our life. Cinema has its inception and roots in 

drama as suggested by sir.Prof.Pradeep Burma in his dialect conveyed his appreciation and 

gratitude to all the resource persons and participants for their participation. Prof. Gyantosh Kumar 

Jha in his observation pointed out that the course was an effort to equip the participants with all the 

different variants of Cinema to be used as a Teaching Pedagogical tool. The session concluded with 

the vote of thanks presented by Dr Vinita Tuli, Convenor of the Refresher Course 
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